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characterized as a conservative revolution from above, largely engineered by an
authoritarian monarchy which mobilized the landed aristocracy (Junkers) and a
growing middle class to impose a coordinated political organism upon the scores of
krge and small political units.
Up to the First World War, German education remained strongly dualistic in
structure as well as centralized in administration. The two-track system was main-
tained: children at six years of age went to their respective schools, lower-class
children to the volksschule and upper-class children to the vorschule, a preparatory
course of three years before entering one of the secondary schools at nine years of age.
Education was compulsory from six to fourteen, and separate schools were maintained
for boys and girls wherever possible. The religious control of education continued to
be vexatious.
After the First World War the liberal and socialist forces of the Weimar Republic
tried to reverse the aristocratic character of German education, much as was being
proposed by labor and popular groups in Britain and France. In the attempt to
democratize the schools a unified four-year fundamental course for all children from
ages six to nine was established, called the grundschule. The idea was to provide a
common educational background for all children and to postpone their allocation into
separate elementary and secondary schools until the age often. It was also designed to
give more opportunity for the children of the lower classes to pass over into the several
secondary schools by means of scholarships and free tuition. The second four years of
the elementary school, known as the oberstufe, was strengthened as a means of
preparation for the trade, technical, and continuation schools; and more attention was
given to the mittelschule, which led to minor business, clerical, and official positions.
In these ways the Weimar Republic attempted to make the opportunities more
flexible for the masses of German children and to increase their opportunities for
social and economic advancement. More authority for educational direction was given
to the federal states of which the Republic was composed in order that the systems
could be somewhat decentralized and adapted to local needs. The churches in the
various states also maintained a strong position in the public schools. The Roman
Catholic Church, for example, supported the Republic because Prussia and the empire
had favored Protestantism, whereas under the Republic it could promote its cause even
in the Protestant strongholds.
As a result of the public denominational system there was little pressure for large
numbers of private schools; only a very small proportion of German children went to
private schools (some 3 or 4 percent in the middle 1930s). There was some agitation
for a unified school system (einheitschule) along the lines of the proposed French
ecole unique, but tradition was too strong and the life of the Republic was too short.
When the Nazis came to power in 1933, their first aim, of course, was to gain
complete control of the educational system of Germany for their own purposes. This
meant destroying the power of the federal states in education as well as in all other
political matters and establishing a more completely centralized system of education
than the empire had ever dreamed of. It meant, too, that the Nazis set about in all the

